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Abstract. This paper describes an intelligent system that we developed to 
support affective multimodal human-computer interaction (AMM-HCI) where 
the user’s actions and emotions are modeled and then used to adapt the 
interaction and support the user in his or her activity. The proposed system, 
which we named Gaze-X, is based on sensing and interpretation of the human 
part of the computer’s context, known as W5+ (who, where, what, when, why, 
how). It integrates a number of natural human communicative modalities 
including speech, eye gaze direction, face and facial expression, and a number 
of standard HCI modalities like keystrokes, mouse movements, and active 
software identification, which, in turn, are fed into processes that provide 
decision making and adapt the HCI to support the user in his or her activity 
according to his or her preferences. A usability study conducted in an office 
scenario with a number of users indicates that Gaze-X is perceived as effective, 
easy to use, useful, and affectively qualitative. 
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1   Why Multimodal, Context-Sensitive User Interface Design? 

We have entered an era of pervasive computing. Computers and the Internet have 
become so embedded in the daily fabric of our lives that we can no longer live 
without them [15]. We use them to work, study, communicate, shop, and entertain 
ourselves. With the ever-increasing diffusion of computers into society, human-
computer interaction (HCI) is becoming increasingly essential to our daily lives. 

Predicting the future of HCI is a difficult task, but one important source of help is 
the accumulated information about the preferences and limitations of humans 
interacting with computers. Principles can be drawn upon, which may explain why 
some interfaces survive and others become extinct. Rigid designs that assume that 
users will be explicit and fully attentive while interacting with the computer, that do 
not protect against errors, provide help at all times except at the right moment, and all 
in all make users frustrated, are likely to become quickly extinct due to their poor 
usability [28]. On the other hand, designs that include adequate attention to individual 
differences among users, support (natural) multimodal and context-sensitive 
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interaction, expend on designs for reliability and safety, provide access to the elderly 
and handicapped, and properly adapt to the user level of knowledge, skills, attention, 
preferences, moods, and intentions, are the kind of HCI designs that are likely to 
become the trend in computing technology [4], [41], [48], [39], [38], [51]. Although 
this list may not be complete, it points out important issues that are rather 
insufficiently addressed by the current initiatives [43]. 

1.1   The Evolution of Human-Computer Interfaces 

Around 1980, at the dawn of the personal computer age, many chaotic and rigid user 
interfaces were produced that turned the users into frustrated victims of machines they 
could not control. Typical examples of useless interfaces at that time could display a 
five-minute video without a stop button and generate choice sequences that could not 
be reversed or cancelled. As high-resolution displays and fast chips emerged, video 
and audio processing as well as animations flourished (particularly for video games), 
giving rise to a new generation of user interfaces, in which direct manipulation 
became the dominant form of interacting and WYSIWYG (what you see is what you 
get) became a guiding principle. The aim was: (i) to make operations visible, 
incremental, rapidly manageable by means of a keyboard, and reversible, as well as 
(ii) to prevent user errors by effective designs. During the late 80s and early 90s, 
direct-manipulation interfaces were enhanced with embedded menus in text and 
graphics, mice, and various joysticks as the devices of choice.  

As remarked by Preece and Schneiderman [41] and Pentland [37], the mid 90s can 
be viewed as the dawn of pervasive computing that shed a new light on the future of 
computing and gave rise to novel requirements that useful user interfaces should 
fulfill. The growing availability of World Wide Web access with embedded menus 
providing links across the world led to an unusually rapid growth of Web servers and 
applications. The necessity of delivering new products in an ever-decreasing time 
frame affected, consequently, the quality of the issued products and interfaces. This 
Internet hype also blurred the essence of some paradigms, such as software agents 
since an increasing number of vaguely related applications needed legitimacy and 
sought it under the umbrella of the “agents”. Though it was unfortunate at one hand 
and accompanied by numerous shoddy Web-oriented applications, on the other hand 
this Internet hype initiated rapidly accelerating progress in facilitating accessibility, 
speed, and reduction of error and failure rates. Moreover, it changed our view on 
computing and commerce [50]. Above all, it forecasted the type of working 
environments and information-communication spaces we are about to use in our 
everyday activities. It clearly indicated that in the future, with the aid of computers, 
we will carry out our daily tasks, communicate, and entertain ourselves in 
cyberspaces across distance, cultures and time. Of course, the specifics of such 
cyberspaces including virtual cyber worlds and of the related interfaces, which should 
facilitate easy and natural communication within those spaces and with the variety of 
embedded computing devices, are far from settled. In this LNAI Special Volume on 
AI for Human Computing many relevant issues are discussed and debated but all 
agree that before this new generation of pervasive computing can be widely deployed, 
the users should experience it as being human-centered and universally usable.  
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The designers of older technologies such as postal services, telephones, and 
television, have reached the ultimate goal of having products and services that are 
universally usable, but developers of computing technology cannot claim the same. 
Schneiderman [48], [49], reports an average of 5.1 hours per week wasted by the 
users while trying to use computers. Consequently, despite visible progress in 
accessibility, increase of speed, and reduction of the error and failure rates, the 
primary experience of many computer users is dissatisfaction or even frustration. 
Common problems include incompatibility (of file formats, applications’ versions, 
screen sizes, etc.) and low speed (e.g., due to varying network bandwidths and 
processor speeds). Although these issues are not of the least importance, the crucial 
problem, which is primarily responsible for the users’ anxiety and dissatisfaction, is 
incomprehensibility of many currently available software packages and Internet 
services [47]. As remarked by several researchers (e.g., [48], [49], [47]), a large 
majority of HCI systems available today assume users’ proficiency in computing. 
However, for a casual user, these systems are often cumbersome, lacking the 
adaptability necessary to accommodate users with various levels of computing skill 
and experience. Furthermore, virtually all “classic” HCI systems tend to confine the 
user to a less natural, single-modal means of interaction (e.g., a mouse movement, 
pressing of a key, speech input, or hand motion). For example, to manipulate a virtual 
object with a typical HCI system, the user is usually required to select the object by 
employing mouse motion, then point with the mouse at a control panel to change the 
object’s color. On the other hand, in a more natural setup, the user would point at the 
object with his finger and say: “Make it red”. Integration of more than one natural 
modality into an interface would potentially overcome the current limitations of HCI 
systems: it would ease the need for specialized training and ease the information- and 
command-flow bottleneck between the user and the computer. Besides, recent data 
shows that a multimodal HCI can be an effective means for reducing uncertainty of 
single-modally sensed data (such as speech or hand motion), thereby improving 
robustness [43]. Although the incorporation of all features of human-human 
interaction (i.e,. an intricate interplay of thoughts, language, and non-verbal 
communicative displays) into human-computer interaction may be very complex and 
difficult to achieve, equipping HCI systems with a multimodal setup so that they can 
approach naturalness, flexibility and robustness of human-human communication will 
give them the potential to: 

• transcend the traditional, cumbersome and rigid mouse/keyboard interaction, and 
• yield a more effective and efficient information- and command-flow between the 

user and the computer system and, by that,  
• approach universal usability.  

Another challenge in fashioning universally usable HCI systems is to make them 
context sensitive. The key idea is to account for individual differences of the users 
and for the overall situation in which the user acts. For computing technology 
applications, context can be defined as any information that can be used to explain the 
situation that is relevant to the interaction between users and the application [10]. For 
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a single-user scenario, the six questions that summarize the key aspects of the 
computer’s context with respect to its human user are as follows:  

• Who? (Who the user is?) 
• Where? (Where the user is? For single-user desktop-computer scenarios this 

context question is superfluous as it is known where the user is – either in front of 
the computer or not.) 

• What? (What is the current task of the user?) 
• How? (How the information is passed on? Which interactive signals / actions have 

been used?) 
• When? (What is the timing of displayed interactive signals with respect to changes 

in the computer environment?)  
• Why? (What may be the user’s reasons to display the observed cues? Except of the 

user’s current task, the issues to be considered include whether the user is alone 
and what is his or her affective state.)  

Based upon the user’s identity and the knowledge about his or her environment and 
current task, it would be possible to retrieve information about the importance of that 
task in the given environment, the user’s skills in performing that task, and the user’s 
overall preferences. Together with the sensed user’s affective state, this information 
could be employed to define the following. 

What form should the instruction manual have? For example, for a novel user a 
lucid tutorial could be provided, to an average user constructive help files could be 
offered, for an expert user compact notes could prove to be sufficient. Yet the kind of 
help files provided to the user should not be rigid; it should be determined based upon 
the overall user’s preferences and his/her current affective state. Namely, users might 
prefer compact help files even if they are novices and especially if they are in a hurry. 

When should the user be interrupted? This is of particular importance for the 
systems that are designed such that they rely on the user’s feedback at all times or 
offer assistance each time a certain task is to be performed or particular conditions are 
encountered. The user’s current affective state and the importance of the current task 
given the context of use could be exploited to time the interrupts conveniently. For 
example, if the user is hurriedly writing e-mails, interrupting him to correct a syntax 
mistake can be postponed till the moment he tries to send the e-mail. 

When, in which part, and in what way should the system be adjusted? The sensed 
user’s affective state could be exploited to time the adjustment of the system, the 
information about the user’s current task might form the target of the adjustment, and 
the complete information about the sensed context could be used to determine the 
adjustment properly. For instance, suppose that the user always browses through a 
particular application in the same way in order to come to a specific window and 
displays irritation each time the system starts the pertinent application by displaying 
its very first window. In that case, a proper adjustment might be to mark the window 
where the user commonly stops browsing and to start the pertinent application with 
that specific window (browsing through the preceding windows of the application 
does not have to be apparent to the user). Yet, suppose that the user always becomes 
frustrated if a certain person enters the office. In that case, no adjustment should be 
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made since the user’s affective state is not caused by HCI but by an external (and for 
HCI) irrelevant event. 

HCI design breakthroughs are necessary if the computing technology is to achieve 
the ultimate goal of being universally usable [43]. However, many research problems 
initially thought to be intractable have been proven manageable (e.g., sensing and 
detecting human interactive cues [33], affect-sensitive interpretation of those [34], 
[36], and context sensing in general [29], [33]). This initiated numerous efforts to 
design and develop multimodal and context-sensitive interfaces that are flexible and 
compatible with users’ abilities and relevant work practices [30], [31].  

1.2   The State of the Art 

Several extensive survey and position papers have been published on vision-based 
[40], [52], multimodal [30], [31], [19], affective [24], [17], and context-sensitive 
interfaces [11], [29], [33]. Virtually all of these articles agree that approaching the 
naturalness of human-human interaction plays a central role in the future of HCI and 
that this objective can be approached by designing adaptive HCI systems that are 
affective, context-aware, and multimodal. However, many of these articles mention 
that the main application of this new technology is quickly changing from user 
interface models in which one user is sitting in front of the computer, to something 
else like ambient interface models in which multimodal multi-party interactions are 
observed and interpreted. We argue here that this statement may be very misleading. 
When the main application domain in a certain field has changed from A to B, this 
may imply (and it usually does imply) that problems in A have been researched, that 
they have been solved, and that the research has moved on to tackle other problems. 
In turn, the statement in question may imply that the realization of adaptive interfaces 
based on affective multimodal interaction models (AMM-HCI) can be considered a 
solved problem for single-user office scenarios. However, an extensive research of the 
large body of the related literature did not confirm this.  

Only few works aimed at adaptive, affective, multimodal interfaces for single-user 
office scenarios have been reported up to date. The majority of past work in the field 
relate to multimodal, non-affective interaction with the user [30], [31]. Integration of 
multiple natural-interaction modalities such as speech, lip reading, hand gestures, eye-
tracking, and writing into human-computer interfaces has long been viewed as a 
means for increasing the naturalness and, in turn, ease of use [3], [53], [54]. The 
research in this part of the field is still very active and the majority of the current work 
focuses on speak-and-point multimodal interaction (where pointing is conducted by 
either pen or hand gesture) and aimes either at support of crisis management [27], 
[46], or at development of personal widgets [30].  

A rather large body of research can also be found in the field of human affect 
sensing [34], [36], [33]. Most of these works are single modal, based either on facial 
or on vocal affect analysis. Recently, few works have been also proposed that 
combine two modalities into a single system for human affect analysis. The majority 
of these efforts aim mainly at combining facial and vocal expressions for affect 
recognition (e.g., [5], [55]), although some tentative attempts on combining facial 
expressions and body postures have been reported as well [14], [20]. In the same way 
that these methods do not tackle the problem of how the sensed user’s affect can be 
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incorporated into the HCI, there is a large body of research that focuses on the role of 
human affect in HCI while assuming that user’s affective states have been already 
sensed by the computer [7], [44]. Efforts that integrate these two detached research 
streams, and represent the related work to the one presented in this paper, are rare. 
Several works have been reported on developing adaptive interfaces that are based on 
sensing the user’s affective states. These methods are usually single modal, based 
either on facial affect recognition (e.g., [2]) or on physiological affective reaction 
recognition (e.g., [18], [42]). To the best of our knowledge, the only exceptions from 
this rule are the single-user AMM-HCI systems proposed by Lisetti & Nasoz [23] and 
by Duric et al. [11]. The former combines facial expression and physiological signals 
to recognize the user’s emotion (fear, anger, sadness, frustration, and neutral) and 
then to adapt an animated interface agent to mirror the user’s emotion. The latter is a 
much more elaborate system, aimed at real-world office scenarios. It combines lower 
arm movements, gaze direction, eyes and mouth shapes, as well as the kinematics of 
mouse movements to encode the user’s affective and cognitive states (confusion, 
fatigue, stress, lapses of attention, and misunderstanding of procedures). It then 
applies a model of embodied cognition, which can be seen as a detailed mapping 
between the user’s affective states and the types of interface adaptations that the 
system supports, to adapt the interface in a reactive or a proactive manner to the 
user’s affective feedback. The main drawback of this system is that it is not user-
profiled, while different users may have different preferences for both the input 
modes per type of action and the type of interface adaptation. Another drawback is the 
employed model of embodied cognition, which is rigid and clumsy as it stores all 
possible combinations of inputs and outputs that are difficult to unlearn and reformat. 
Finally, as the system was not tested and evaluated, conclusions about its robustness, 
flexibility, adaptability, and overall usability cannot be drawn. 

We believe that the main reason for the lack of research on single-user AMM-HCI 
is a twofold. First, the highly-probable misconception that the problem in question has 
been solved could cause the lack of interest by researchers and research sponsors. 
Second, it seems that the vast majority of researchers treat the problem of adaptive, 
affective, multimodal interfaces as a set of detached problems in human affect 
sensing, human interactive signals processing, human-human interaction modeling for 
HCI, and computer-human interface design. In this paper, we treat this problem as 
one complex problem rather than a set of detached problems and we propose a single-
user AMM-HCI system similar to that proposed by Duric et al. [11]. A difference 
between the two systems is that ours uses a dynamic case base, an incrementally self-
organizing event-content-addressable memory that reflects user preferences and 
allows easy reformatting each time the user wishes so. In addition, our system, which 
we call Gaze-X, is based on sensing and interpretation of the human part of the 
computer’s context, known as W5+ (who, where, what, when, why, how) and, in turn, 
is user- and context-profiled.  

The state of the art in context-aware applications ensues from two streams of 
research: the one on context sensing [29], [33], which focuses on sensor-signal 
processing (audio, visual, tactile), and the other on context modelling [10], which 
focuses on specifying procedures and requirements for all pieces of context 
information that will be followed by a context-aware application. Gaze-X integrates 
those two detached poles of the research. It uses a face recognition system to answer 
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who the user is and to retract his or her profile (i.e., user-profiled case base). It 
employs an eye-tracking system and a speech recognizer in combination with event 
handling of standard HCI events like mouse movements, keystrokes, and active 
software identification to answer what is the current task of the user. In addition to 
these input modalities, a system that recognizes prototypic facial expressions of six 
basic emotions (anger, fear, happiness, surprise, sadness, and disgust) is used to 
answer the how context question. To answer the when context question, we simply 
keep a log of the time and the cost (in time) of HCI events associated with various 
input modalities. To answer the why context question, which is the most complex 
context question, we use case-based reasoning that enables evaluation of encountered 
events based upon the user preferences and the generalizations formed from prior 
input. Based upon the conducted evaluation, Gaze-X executes the most appropriate 
user-supportive action. The system was initially proposed by the authors in [25]. 

1.3   Organization of the Paper 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the Gaze-X 
architecture. Section 3 presents the system’s input modalities. The utilized case-based 
reasoning is explained in detail in section 4. Adaptive and user-supportive actions of 
the interface are discussed in section 5. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the 
Gaze-X is presented in section 6. The usability study that we carried out is discussed 
in section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper. 

2   System Architecture 

The outline of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The main modules are the 
multimodal input module, the reasoning module, and the feedback module. The user 
of Gaze-X experiences an adaptive interface, which changes as a function of the 
currently sensed context. This function is represented by the cases of the utilized 
dynamic case base, having the system’s and the user’s state as the input (represented 
in terms of exhibited multimodal interactive actions and cues) and the adaptive and 
user-supportive changes in the interaction as the output. The fact that the changes in 
the interaction do not have to occur in each time instance (e.g., if the user’s preference 
is to remain undisturbed while working with a certain application), triggering of the 
feedback module is optional and illustrated using a dashed line. 

Gaze-X has been implemented as an agent-based system. The main reason for 
doing so is to support concepts of concurrency (which allows sub-systems to operate 
independently and yet at the same time), modularity/scalability (which allows easy 
upgrade through inclusion of additional sub-systems), persistency (which ensures 
robust performance by saving intermediate settings), and mobility (which enables 
transport of agents to another host). We used Fleeble Agent Framework [32] to 
develop the Gaze-X. Fleeble can be seen as a common programming interface 
defining the behavior of all the agents build with the framework. The main 
characteristics of Fleeble and Fleeble-based multi-agent systems (MAS) can be 
summarized as follows (for details see [32]). 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Gaze-X system: the input modalities, modules, and agents 

Fleeble enables easy development of agents and MAS. The framework can 
instantiate and configure an agent and then start it up in a separate thread. The agent is 
autonym, although it is running in the framework’s processing space. An agent can 
also instruct the framework to start up another agent. The framework keeps track of 
all agents and their parent agents. So, a single agent can be created which starts up the 
appropriate agents for each MAS. This kickoff agent is then the parent agent of all 
agents that form the MAS in question. 

Fleeble supports simple processing of events coming from the outside world and 
other agents. Fleeble offers a message distribution system for communication 
between agents that is based on a Publish/ Subscribe system, which is centered on the 
concept of a channel. Channels are named entities that allow a single message to be 
delivered to any number of agents. An agent informs Fleeble that it is interested in 
events pertaining to a specific channel (i.e., it subscribes to that channel). An agent 
can ask Fleeble to deliver a message to a channel (i.e. it publishes to the channel in 
question). Fleeble creates a “handler” thread for each agent that has subscribed to the 
channel in question. All handler threads are started at the same time and deliver the 
message to the subscribed agents. Hence, e.g., the user’s facial cues can be 
simultaneously processed by both the Identity Agent and the Emotion Agent (Fig. 1). 

Fleeble supports the concept of concurrency needed to allow agents to operate 
independently and yet at the same time. This has been achieved by starting each agent 
in a separate thread, allowing it to access the delivery system described above at its 
own convenience. 

Fleeble supports data and state persistence. Fleeble agents can instruct the 
framework to store values referenced by a key. The framework stores this (key, value) 
pair and allows access to it at any time, even when the execution of the framework 
has ceased in the meantime. State persistency allows the user to shut down a single 
agent (or MAS) and to restore it from the point where it was suspended later on, even 
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when the PC has been shut down in the meantime. This makes Fleeble-based MAS 
very robust. 

Fleeble supports the concepts of distribution and mobility. It establishes socket-to-
socket connections between frameworks residing on different computers and manages 
these connections, i.e., creates and closes them as needed. Connections can be used to 
transport agents to another host, allowing agents to physically move. The process of 
being moved to another host can be started either by the agent or by any parent agent. 

3   Input Modalities 

The front end of Gaze-X consists of the multimodal input module, which processes 
images of the user’s face, gaze direction, speech, and actions done while interacting 
with the computer including the mouse movements and the keystrokes. 

The choice of input modes was largely influenced by findings in cognitive science 
and HCI-related research on multisensory perception and multimodal coordination. 
These findings reveal that people have strong preference to interact multimodally 
when engaged in spatial location commands, whereas they tend to interact unimodally 
when engaged in actions that lack a spatial component. More specifically, it seems 
that people prefer speak-and-point interaction in visual-spatial domains like Graphical 
User Interfaces [15], whereas they prefer speech input alone for issuing commands for 
actions and for describing objects, events, and out-of-view objects [6]. Although 
researchers discarded the idea of using gaze fixations as a mouse replacement, 
especially for extended periods, gaze direction is exploited nowadays as a reliable 
index of the user’s interest [25]. Finally, the face is our primary means to identify 
other members of the species, and to communicate and understand somebody’s 
affective state and intentions on the basis of shown facial expressions [21]. Hence, 
integrating face, facial expression, speech, mouse-pointing, and gaze direction input 
modes into the Gaze-X, promised a suitably complementary modality combination 
that could support the intended, adaptive, context-sensitive (user-, task-, and affect-
sensitive) interaction with the user. 

To process the images of the user’s face acquired by a standard web-cam, we use a 
commercially available the Face Reader system for face and facial affect recognition 
produced by Vicar Vision.1 This system operates as follows. It detects candidate face 
regions in the input scene by comparing image regions to a number of prototype 
faces. These prototypes are representative of a large database of human faces. An 
Active Appearance Model (AAM) [8] is then fitted to the detected face region  
(Fig. 2). The variations in the shape and texture of the AAM, caused by fitting the 
AAM to the detected face, serve as a unique identifier of the individual (identifiers for 
different users are stored in a database). Once the user is identified, AAM fitting is 
employed to detect the affective state of the user. The variations in the shape and 
texture of the AAM, caused by fitting the AAM to the user’s face in the current 
frame, are fed to a neural network trained to recognize the prototypic facial 
expressions of six basic emotions (surprise, fear, anger, happiness, sadness, and 
disgust) [22], defined in classic psychological studies on human emotions [21]. The 
 

                                                           
1 Vicar Vision BV, 2004. http://www.vicarvision.nl 
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Fig. 2. Person identification of the Face Reader system [22]. From left to right: input image, 
automatic placement of facial landmarks, initial positioning of the AAM, best-fitting face. 

output layer of the neural network consists of 7 nodes (one for each emotion and one 
for the neutral state), each of which outputs a continuous value. This enables detection 
of blends of emotions (e.g., surprise and happiness in an expression of delight) and 
low-intensity emotions (e.g., a frown is recognized as a low intensity of anger). 

To detect the user’s gaze direction, we employ a commercial system for remote eye 
tracking produced by SMI GmbH.2 The utilized iView X remote eye-tracking system 
consists of two main components, the infrared pan tilt camera and the software used 
for the calibration and eye tracking. To determine the direction of the gaze, the system 
employs the so-called red-eye effect, i.e., the difference in reflection between the 
cornea and the pupil. This direction determines the point on the screen, which is the 
focus of the user’s attention (Fig. 3). As a cursor can be displayed at this point, eye-
tracking can be employed to free the user from the constraints of the mouse and, in 
combination with spoken commands, to allow a hands-free interaction with the 
computer. 

A variety of speech-recognition systems are now available either as commercial 
products or as open source. Although some novel approaches to speech recognition 
has been proposed recently [9], most of the existing methods utilize acoustic 
information of speech contained in frame-by-frame spectral envelopes which are 
statistically classified by Hidden Markov Models. Gaze-X utilize Sphinx 43 speech 
recognizer, which is a Java-implemented speech recognizer that recognizes a 
predefined set of words (vocabulary) based on acoustic features and a HMM 
architecture. 

To monitor standard HCI events including keystrokes, currently active software 
and currently visited web-site, we utilize the Best Free Keylogger software.4 It 
monitors website visiting/blocking, e-mail visiting, keystrokes, and application 
activity, and writes these data into log files. We also monitor and log the locations of 
the mouse cursor. In the case that the user’s preference is to use eye-tracker as an 
alternative for the mouse, the system does not log the mouse movements. 

                                                           
2 SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH, 2002. http://www.smi.de 
3 Sphinx-4, 2004. http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/sphinx4 
4 Best Free Keylogger, 2006. http://sourceforge.net/projects/bfk/ 
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Fig. 3. Determining the user’s gaze direction (focus of attention) by iView X eye-tracker 

The user’s identity, his or her displayed affective state, current gaze direction, and 
uttered words, delimit the current user’s state. The HCI events including the mouse 
movements, keystrokes, and the currently active software delimit the current system’s 
state. These two states form further the input to the reasoning module. 

4   Case-Based Reasoning 

Since the Gaze-X can have different users, each of which can be using different 
applications in his or her daily work with the PC, while showing emotions and a 
variety of interactive patterns using the standard and the natural interactive modalities 
that the Gaze-X supports, the mapping of the system’s multimodal input onto a large 
number of adaptive and user-supportive changes in interface in a user-profiled manner 
is an extremely complex problem. To tackle this problem, one can apply either eager 
or lazy learning methods. Eager learning methods such as neural networks extract as 
much information as possible from training data and construct a general 
approximation of the target function. Lazy learning methods such as case-based 
reasoning store the presented data and generalizing beyond these data is postponed 
until an explicit request is made. When a query instance is encountered, similar 
related instances are retrieved from the memory and used to classify the new instance. 
Hence, lazy methods have the option of selecting a different local approximation of 
the target function for each presented query instance [1]. Eager methods using the 
same hypothesis space are more restricted since they must choose their approximation 
of the target function before query instances are observed. In turn, lazy methods are 
usually more appropriate for complex and incomplete problem domains than eager 
methods, which replace the training data with abstractions obtained by generalization 
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and which, in turn, require excessive amount of training data. Hence, we chose to 
implement the inference engine of the Gaze-X as the case-based reasoning on the 
content of a dynamic memory. The memory is dynamic in the sense that, besides 
generating user-supportive feedback by analogy to that provided to the user in similar 
situations “experienced” in the past, it is able to unlearn feedback actions that the user 
liked once but now tends to dislike and to learn new feedback actions according to the 
instructions of the user, thereby increasing its expertise in user-profiled, user-
supportive, adaptive user-computer interaction. 

The utilized dynamic memory of experiences is based on Schank’s theory of 
functional organization of human memory of experiences [45]. According to this 
theory, for a certain event to remind one spontaneously of another, both events must 
be represented within the same dynamic chunking memory structure, which organizes 
the experienced events according to their thematic similarities. Both events must be 
indexed further by a similar explanatory theme that has sufficient salience in the 
person’s experience to have merited such indexing in the past. Indexing, in fact, 
defines the scheme for retrieval of events from the memory. The best indexing is the 
one that will return events most relevant for the event just encountered. 

In the case of Gaze-X memory of experiences, each event is one or more micro-
events, each of which is an interactive cue (a part of the system’s multimodal input) 
displayed by the user while interacting with the computer. Micro-events that trigger a 
specific user-supportive action are grouped within the same dynamic memory chunk. 
The indexes associated with each chunk comprise individual micro-events and their 
combinations that are most characteristic for the user-supportive action in question. 
Finally, micro-events of each dynamic memory chunk are hierarchically ordered 
according to their typicality: the larger the number of times the user was satisfied 
when the related user-supportive action was executed as the given micro-event 
occurred, the higher the hierarchical position of that micro-event within the given 
chunk. Certain user-supportive action can be preferred by the user for both different 
software applications that he or she is usually using and different affective states that 
he or she is displaying. Hence, to optimize the search through the case base, affective 
states and currently active software are not treated as other micro-events but are used 
as containers of various memory chunks. More specifically, memory chunks 
representing user-supportive actions that are triggered when the user is displaying a 
certain emotion are grouped in a super class representing that emotion. Hence, each 
chunk may contain a pointer to an emotion-identifying super class. Similarly, each 
chunk may contain a pointer to an active-software-identifying super class. A 
schematic representation of Gaze-X case base organization is given in Fig. 4. 

To decide which user-supportive action is to be executed (if any) given an input set 
of interactive cues displayed by the user, the following steps are taken: 

• Search the dynamic memory for similar cases based on the input set of observed 
interactive cues, retrieve them, and trigger the user-supportive action suggested by 
the retrieved cases. 

• If the user is satisfied with the executed action, store the case in the dynamic 
memory and increase its typicality. If the user is not satisfied with the executed 
action, adapt the dynamic memory by decreasing the typicality of the just 
executed action.  
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Fig. 4. Schematic organization of the case base utilized by the Gaze-X. Each user has his or her 
own personal case base (user profile). 

The simplest form of retrieval is to apply the first nearest neighbor algorithm, that 
is, to match all cases of the case base and return a single best match. This method is 
usually to slow. A pre-selection of cases is therefore usually made based on the 
indexing structure of the utilized case base. Our retrieval algorithm employs a pre-
selection of cases that is based on the clustered organization of the case base (super 
classes and memory chunks), the indexing structure of the memory, and the 
hierarchical organization of cases within the memory chunks according to their 
typicality. 

Gaze-X can run in two modes, an unsupervised and a supervised mode. In the 
unsupervised mode, the affective state of the user is used to decide on his or her 
satisfaction with the executed action. If a happy or a neutral expression is displayed, 
Gaze-X assumes that the user is satisfied. Otherwise, if the user emotes negatively, 
Gaze-X assumes that he or she is dissatisfied. In the supervised mode, the user 
explicitly confirms that an action of his preference has been executed. If the user is 
not satisfied with the executed action, the dynamic memory is adapted. In the 
unsupervised mode, the typicality of the relevant case is decreased. In the supervised 
mode, the typicality of the relevant case is decreased and the user may provide further 
feedback on the action of his/her preference that should be executed instead. 

5   Interaction Adaptation 

The final processing step of Gaze-X is to adapt the user-computer interaction based 
on current needs and preferences of the user and according to adaptive and user-
supportive changes suggested by the system’s dynamic memory of experiences. 
General types of interface adaptations supported by Gaze-X include the following. 

Help provision – Examples include the following. When the open-file-dialogue is 
open for a long time, help can be provided by highlighting the file names that were 
opened in the past in combination with the currently open files. Alternatively, desktop 
search application can be started. If the user selected a column in a table, and (s)he is 
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scrutinizing the menu bar for a long time, help can be given by highlighting table-
related menu options. Alternatively, help-menu option can be highlighted. 

Addition/removal of automation of tasks – Examples include automatic opening of 
all windows of an application that the user opens each time he or she starts up the 
application in question, automatic error correction, automatic blockage of websites 
that are similar to already blocked sites, and removal of such an automation if the user 
disapproves of it. 

Changing information presentation – Automatic selection of most relevant 
features/options to be displayed given the user’s current task, automatic font size 
increase/decrease according to the user’s preferences, usage of eye tracking and 
speech as an alternative to mouse movements, automatic sound play, etc, are typical 
examples of this type of interface adaptation. 

Gaze-X carries out interface changes in a rather conservative way. More 
specifically, when operating in the unsupervised mode, it executes adaptive and user-
supportive actions one at the time and in a rather slow pace. The underlying 
philosophy is not to make an ever-changing interface a source of user’s frustration in 
itself. In order to allow the user some time to get accustomed to the idea of a self-
adaptive interface and to initialize the system using a (small) set of interface changes 
that the user considers helpful, Gaze-X is initially set to operate in the supervised 
mode. As soon as the user considers the system profiled enough, he or she can set the 
system to operate in the unsupervised mode. 

6   GUI of the System 

Gaze-X has a simple, easy to understand GUI. The goal was to develop a direct-
manipulation GUI in which WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) would be the 
guiding principle. A simple self-explicatory GUI was developed that is easy to 
understand and use. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the main window of Gaze-X GUI 
visualizes who the current user is (i.e., whose user-profiled case base is currently 
used), allows loading, creation, and adaptation of the profiles, and enables initiation 
of adaptive interaction mode supported by the system. Gaze-X automatically loads the 
user’s profile for a known user based on the output of the Face Reader system as 
explained in section 3. However, an option to load a profile manually, using a valid 
username and password, also exists. Besides, since Gaze-X is developed as Fleeble-based 
MAS, the agents that constitute the system including the reasoning agent (representing 
the profile of the user) are mobile and can be moved to another host. Hence, users’ 
profiles can be transmitted as needed to any computer where Gaze-X is installed. 

When installing Gaze-X, a directory needs to be found where the main system and 
the supporting systems and sensors (Fleeble, the FaceReader face and facial 
expression detector, the iView-X remote eye tracker, a web cam, and a microphone) 
can be installed with proper access rights. Also a specific version of Java Runtime 
Environment (version 1.5 or later) needs to be properly installed before Gaze-X can 
run. To make this process as easy as possible for the user, a setup wizard has been 
implemented. It executes automatically many of the required steps to set up Gaze-X 
and leads the user through the rest of the required steps to ensure that the required 
hardware and software are properly setup. 
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Fig. 5. The main window of the Graphical User Interface of the Gaze-X 

Any new way of thinking about programming takes some getting used to, and 
Gaze-X is no exception to this axiom. To aid users in working out questions that they 
may have, Gaze-X provides a tutorial. It shows the basic functionalities and usage of 
Gaze-X in a step by step demonstration. The tutorial can be started by means of ‘To 
Try’ button illustrated in Fig. 5. 

7   Usability Study 

To make a preliminary assessment of effectiveness, usability, usefulness, affective 
quality, and ethical issues relevant to Gaze-X, we conducted a small evaluation study 
with the help of six participants. The participants were 18 to 61 years old, 33% 
female, 50% Caucasian, 33% Asian, 17% African, 17% expert, 50% intermediate, and 
33% novel computer users. We asked them to install Gaze-X first and then to use it as 
demonstrated by the tutorial integrated into the system. For each session with another 
user, we used either a Linux or a Windows machine from which the Gaze-X was 
removed. We did not require the users to use the Gaze-X for a certain period of time, 
each of them was engaged in exploring Gaze-X for as long as he or she wanted. We 
also did not require from the participants to work with specific software applications. 
Note, however, that the software installed on the machines we used for the 
experiments had an Internet browser, an e-mail handler, a text editor, Adobe Reader, 
and a number of multimedia handlers such as music and movie players. 
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We used a custom-made questionnaire to elicit users’ attitudes towards the Gaze-
X-supported interaction with the computer. The questionnaire includes questions 
soliciting users’ attitudes toward:  

• the effectiveness of the HCI design (i.e., whether the interaction with computer is 
more natural than it is the case with standard HCI designs and whether it is robust 
enough, [43]), 

• the usability of Gaze-X (i.e., whether technological variety and user diversity are 
supported and whether gaps in the user’s computer knowledge play an important 
role, [48]), 

• the usefulness of the system (i.e., whether the utility of system’s functionalities 
and the utility of interface adaptation supported by the system are obvious to the 
users, whether they will choose to use the system if it was publicly available),  

• the ethical issues related to the HCI design (i.e., do users feel uncomfortable under 
the scrutiny of machines that monitor their affective states, work- and interaction 
patterns, will users adapt soon to emote just to make the computer do something, 
[24]), 

• the affective quality of the HCI design (i.e., whether the GUI of the Gaze-X is 
aesthetically qualitative in terms of orderly, clear, and creative design, [56]). 

The utilized questionnaire also invites participants’ suggestions on how to improve 
the system in any of the aspects mentioned above. It employs a 5-point Likert scale 
ranging from strongly disagree (1), via neutral (3), to strongly agree (5). ‘I do not 
know’ is also a possible answer. The main points of the obtained survey results are 
listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Users’ satisfaction with effectiveness, usability, usefulness, affective quality, and 
ethical issues relevant to Gaze-X. The percentages in the table show the percentage of agree 
and strongly agree answers. EU stands for expert users (total: 17%) and NU stands for 
intermediate and novel users (total: 83%). × indicates an ‘I do not know’ answer. 

Survey question EU NU 
The interaction is more natural than in standard HCI 
The interaction is robust enough 
Gaze-X supports technological variety 
Gaze-X supports users of different age, skills, culture… 
Gaze-X is easy to use even if users lack IT knowledge 
Face identification is a useful functionality 
Monitoring affective states is a useful functionality 
Having mobile user profiles is useful 
Having multimodal interaction is useful 
Adaptive and user-supportive interface is useful 
Gaze-X makes the interaction with computer easier 
I do not mind to be observed by the camera 
I like the aesthetics of the Gaze-X GUI design 
I would use Gaze-X if it was publicly available 

0% 
0% 
× 

100% 
100% 
100% 

0% 
100% 

0% 
0% 
0% 

100% 
100% 

0% 

100% 
66% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
66% 

100% 
66% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
66% 
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All participants seem to agree on the usability, affective quality, and ethical issues 
relevant to Gaze-X. The perceived usability is directly related to the following 
properties of Gaze-X: it runs on various platforms like Linux, Windows, and Mac Os 
X (as a result of being Java-implemented), it accommodates users of different age, 
gender, culture, computing skills and knowledge, and it bridges the gap between what 
the user knows about the system and HCI in general and what he or she needs to 
know (it provides a setup wizard and a tutorial that shows how to use Gaze-X in a 
step by step demonstration). The perceived affective quality of Gaze-X is directly tied 
to aesthetics qualities of the Gaze-X GUI: (i) it has an orderly and clear design in 
accordance to the rules advocated by usability experts, and (ii) it reveals designers’ 
creativity, originality, and the ability to break design conventions manifested by, for 
example, multimodal design, affective design, tutorial demonstration, etc. These 
findings are consistent with research finding of Zhang and Li [56], who suggested that 
the perceived affective quality of a software product is directly tied to aesthetics 
qualities of that product and who argued that affectively qualitative products have 
significantly larger chance to be widely accepted technology. The perceived ethical 
issues relevant to Gaze-X were somewhat surprising as it seems that the users have no 
problem with being continuously observed by a web cam. Standard concern that the 
user’s behavioral and affective patterns could be used to mind-read and manipulate 
him or her was not mentioned a single time. However, all participants in our study 
stressed the importance of privacy and asked about measures taken to prevent hacking 
and intrusion. Ultimately, if users have control about whether, when, and with whom 
they will share their private information such as the observations of their behavioral 
patterns while interacting with the PC (as stored in their personal profile), fears from 
big-brother-is-watching-you scenarios vanish. 

However, as can be seen from Table 1, the question that remains is whether or not 
an individual user values the capability of Gaze-X to be aware of his or her behavioral 
and affective patterns. Our study suggests that there might be a very large difference 
between the expert and non expert computer users when it comes to this question. 
While all users agreed that having a face-identification-based access to the system is a 
very useful functionality, expert users found other functionalities of Gaze-X less 
appealing and in some instances irritating (e.g., popup widows used in supervised 
operating mode to ask the feedback about the user’s preferences). On the other hand, 
less experienced computer users perceived Gaze-X as very useful since it provides 
support when needed, in a way needed and preferred, making the interaction with the 
computer more efficient and easier (e.g., less time was spent on searching various 
functionalities and undoing erroneous actions). In turn, it seems that Gaze-X is very 
suitable for novel and intermediate computer users but is much less so for experienced 
users. As suggested by the expert computer user who participated in our study, much 
more sophisticated user support should be provided to an experienced user than it is 
currently the case. For example, support should be provided only when a new 
application is installed and used for the first couple of times, no support should be 
provided for long installed software applications. Note, however, that only one expert 
computer user has participated in the present usability study. A much more elaborate 
survey must be conducted with experienced users if some firm conclusions are to be 
made about the ways to make Gaze-X useful and appealing to experienced computer 
users. 
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Finally, all participants remarked that the robustness of the system can be improved. 
Two issues are of importance here. The first is the sensitivity of the Face Reader system, 
used for face and facial expression analysis, to changes in lighting conditions. The 
second is the sensitivity of the iView-X remote eye tracker to changes in the user’s 
position. More specifically, the user is expected to remain in front of the computer and 
is not allowed to shift his or her position in any direction for more than 30 cm. 
Otherwise, the iView-X system should be recalibrated before it can be used again. 
These findings indicate that in the future more robust systems for facial expression 
analysis and eye tracking should be considered for inclusion in the Gaze-X. 

From other remarks mentioned by the participants in the present study, arguably 
the most important one relates to the choice of the affective states to be tagged by 
Gaze-X. Most of participants said that they may experience confusion, frustration, 
understanding, tiredness, and satisfaction while interacting with the computer. 
However, the currently employed Face Reader system recognizes only facial 
expressions of six basic emotions including disgust, fear, and sadness, for which the 
participants in our study said that they are not likely to be experienced in a HCI 
setting like office scenarios. This indicates that in the future we should employ either 
automatic analyzers of attitudinal and non-basic affective states like attentiveness [12] 
and fatigue [13], or systems for user-profiled interpretation of facial expressions [35]. 

8   Conclusions 

In this paper we proposed one of the first systems for adaptive, affective, multimodal 
human-computer interaction in standard office scenarios. Our system, Gaze-X, is 
based on sensing and interpretation of the human part of the computer’s context, 
known as W5+ (who, where, what, when, why, how) and, in turn, is user- and 
context-profiled. The user of Gaze-X experiences an adaptive interface, which 
changes as a function of the currently sensed context. This function is represented by 
the cases of the utilized dynamic case base, having the system’s and the user’s state as 
the input (represented in terms of exhibited multimodal interactive actions and cues) 
and the adaptive and user-supportive changes in the interaction as the output. A 
usability study conducted in an office scenario with the help of six users indicates that 
Gaze-X is perceived as effective, easy to use, and useful by novice and less 
experienced users and as usable and affectively qualitative by all participants in the 
present study. In turn, Gaze-X seems to be very suitable for novel and intermediate 
computer users but is much less so for experienced users. As only one experienced 
user has participated in the present usability study, a much more elaborate survey 
must be conducted with experienced users if some firm conclusions are to be made 
about the ways to make Gaze-X useful and appealing to this group of users. 
Ultimately, as the majority of current software products are still designed for 
experienced frequent users and designing for a broad audience of unskilled users is 
still seen as a far greater challenge [48], we are very glad and proud that Gaze-X was 
perceived as useful and easy to use by novice and less experienced users, who in 
general still experience computing technology as too difficult to use. Except of a more 
elaborate usability study with a large number of various users, the focus of our future 
research will also be aimed at enabling the system to tag attitudinal and non-basic 
affective states such as confusion, stress, fatigue and satisfaction. 
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